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Welcome 

Thank you for using the Bachmann Dynamis RailController software with 

your Bachmann Dynamis Ultima DCC controller. 

Dynamis RailController heralds a new era in model railway control, 

freeing you from the complexities of DCC (Digital Command Control) 

operation.  You are now able to enjoy the operation of your layout and 

do much more than you could ever do before thanks to the user-friendly 

way Dynamis RailController presents its functionally.  You no longer have 

to type in endless codes to operate points and signals.  Just click on a 

signal or point on your track plan on-screen and the operation is carried 

out.  You can even set up routes to throw multiple points and set 

multiple signals on a frequently used route and Dynamis RailController 

will perform all of the actions for you while you concentrate on 

controlling multiple locomotives. 

You can also set up programs to automate part, or all, of your railway for 

added enjoyment.  Get Dynamis RailController to carry out a shunting 

operation on its own while you run passenger trains. 

Dynamis RailController also includes a database of most Bachmann 

Branchline (OO scale) and Graham Farish (N scale) DCC locomotives 

going back over ten years, so setting up locomotives is quick and easy.  

You can also set up non-Bachmann locomotives easily including profiling 

for scale speed operation using RealSpeed. 

With Dynamis RailController at your fingertips you can have much more 

fun running your model railway layout than ever before.  We have made 

the software as easy and intuitive to use as possible so you do not need 

to have a degree in computing to use it.  Just install it, configure the 

connection to your DCC controller, set up your track plan and 

locomotives and you are away. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Features at a Glance 

� Works with versions of Windows from XP to 10 (32 & 64 bit) 

� Makes the Bachmann Dynamis Ultima controller much easier 

to use than ever before 

� Precisely control loco speeds with up to four throttles on-

screen at once 

� Create any number of track plans using a signal box-type 

schematic 

� Operate loco light and sound functions with single button 

presses 

� Optimised for new touch screen computers 

� Operate points just by clicking/pressing on them 

� Operate signals by just clicking on them, including cycling 

through multi-aspect colour light signals 

� Relay other points and signals automatically 

� Set up routes with up to 100 points and signals to operate all 

with a single button 

� Record programs, fine-tune them and play back 

� Create sophisticated programs to control all or part of your 

layout (locos, functions, points and signals) 

� Set up and control double headers quickly and easily 

� Dedicated software support for Dynamis RailController 
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Installing the Dynamis 

RailController Software 

As long as you follow these simple instructions carefully, installing 

Dynamis RailController will take only a few minutes. 

RailController can be obtained either from an installation CD which you 

may have obtained from a Bachmann dealer or included within the 

Dynamis Ultima box or by downloading the latest version from 

Bachmann’s web site at www.bachmann.co.uk. 

When installing from a CD, if your computer is configured to auto-run 

CDs the setup program should start automatically.  If downloading the 

setup file, simply save the setup program to a temporary folder on your 

hard drive then double-click on it to start it. 
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The setup program is very easy to navigate through.  Simply 

press the Next button at each screen until the installation is 

finished.  You will then notice a new icon on your Windows 

Desktop (see right). 

Before running RailController you should ensure it has been added to 

your antivirus and firewall software.  There are many antivirus packages 

on the market and some are far easier than others to add exceptions to.  

Packages like McAfee can be problematic to add exclusions to so it is 

especially important that you follow the help included with your 

package (or found on the Internet) to add RailController as a full 

exception.  This will ensure that your antivirus package does not block 

the program in any way. 

When running RailController 

for the first time you may be 

asked if you want to allow the 

program to communicate 

with servers outside your 

computer.  It is important 

that you allow full access for 

both public and private 

networks otherwise you may 

have problems activating the 

program and submitting 

upgrade orders later. 

It is also a good idea to give 

RailController Administrator 

access rights to Windows.  

This is done by right-clicking 

on the RailController icon on 
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your desktop and selecting Properties then clicking on the Compatibility 

tab and checking the “Run as administrator” box.  See the image above. 

Before you can use Dynamis RailController you will need to connect your 

DCC controller and install the Windows USB port driver for it.  See the 

next section for how to do this. 
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Installing the Dynamis Ultima 

USB Port Driver 

Installing the Dynamis Ultima USB port driver is straightforward if you 

follow these simple instructions.  In most versions of Windows (7, 8 and 

10) the driver will be downloaded automatically so there is no need to 

manually install it.  To install the driver simply switch on the DCC 

controller and connect the USB lead into the controller and also into a 

USB port on your computer.  

While Windows is downloading and installing the driver you may see a 

small notification in the taskbar or a window may pop up showing you 

the installation progress.  At any time you can go into the Windows 

Device Manager.  On Windows 8 and 10 just right-click on the Start 

button and select “Device Manager” from the menu.  On Windows 7 and 

XP you need to left-click on the Start button, go into the Control Panel 

then select the Device Manager.  
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After a few minutes, in most cases, the driver should install 

automatically and appear within the Device Manager under the Ports 

(COM & LPT) section as “USB Serial Port”.  The driver will only install 

automatically if your computer has access to the Internet. 

When the driver has been installed you need to ensure that the BAUD 

rate (Bits per second) is set to 115200 to ensure optimum 

communications between DCC controller and computer.  Just double 

click on the “USB Serial Port” entry to show the driver properties. 

 

Click on the Port Settings tab and select “115200” from the “Bits per 

second” (BAUD) list then click on OK to save and close the Device 

Manager.  You should not need to do anything else. 
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Providing your computer is connected to the Internet and you have 

allowed Windows to download and install the driver, the entire 

operation should only take a couple of minutes.  You can then use 

RailController.  On very rare occasions, however, you may encounter 

difficulties.  For example, an error condition may appear in the Device 

Manager under Other devices as shown below when installing the 

driver. 

 

Normally the error condition should clear up automatically after a few 

minutes when the driver has been downloaded.  If not (after five 

minutes) you can help Windows by right-clicking on the entry and 

selecting “Update driver” (or similar).  After doing this you will be 

presented with a window similar to the following. 

Within the Update Driver Software window just click on the option to 

“Search automatically for updated driver software” 
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After clicking on the first option Windows will display a progress dialog 

while it attempts to download the driver. 

If you still have problems installing the driver after this then try using a 

different USB port on your computer and letting Windows download the 

driver again. 

You may need to uninstall the driver by right-clicking on it within the 

Device Manager and selecting “Uninstall driver”.  It is important that you 

also check the box to delete the driver.  When the driver has been 

uninstalled unplug the USB lead and wait ten seconds then plug it into 

the USB port again.  If Windows continues to have problems 

downloading and installing the driver you may have a problem with your 

computer’s USB port(s), USB lead or DCC controller. 
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RailController Settings 

You can change the way RailController behaves by going into the 

Settings screen.  This is done by clicking on the Settings (cog) button on 

the left of the main screen or clicking on the “Tools” menu and selecting 

“Settings”.  You will then see a window similar to the following: 

 

Setting up the DCC Controller 

You can select your model of DCC controller from the pull-down list and 

set the com port assigned by Windows Device Manager.  To obtain the 

com port Windows assigned to your controller go into the Windows 

Device Manager and open the heading Ports (COM and LPT).  Within this 

heading you should see an entry “USB Serial Port”.  This assumes that 

your DCC controller is switched on and connected correctly to your 

computer. 
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Just copy the com port number from here and select it from the list in 

RailController settings. 

Load Plan 

You can specify which pre-defined track plan is loaded automatically 

when RailController starts.  The program comes with several sample 

plans however you can specify any plan you may create here. 

Set Points and Signals 

Checking this box will ensure that all of your points and signals will be 

set to their default start-up settings as specified in the track plan to load. 

Locomotive Controllers 

RailController allows you to display up to four locomotive controllers, 

which can be placed anywhere on the screen and also moved around at 

any time. 

You can check the boxes next to up to four locomotives so that the 

controllers are displayed automatically when RailController starts.  On 

the right you will see that you can specify whether RailController should 

save the positions of locomotive controllers when you move them 

around the screen then close the program.  You can also specify 

whether, upon start, RailController should automatically display all 

locomotive controllers docked to the left, right, top or bottom of your 

main screen.  Finally, checking the box “Always on top” will ensure that 

all locomotive controllers are never obscured by other windows and that 

they remain the top-most windows on your screen. 

Locomotive Databases 

RailController comes supplied with locomotive databases of Bachmann 

Branchline OO scale and Graham Farish N scale locomotives going back 

several years.  You can select one or other of these databases (or indeed 

both if desired) to load when RailController starts.  This will then allow 
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you to set up locomotives for your rosters more easily by simply 

selecting them from the built-in database.  RailController knows the 

speed profiles for each locomotive (although you can profile your own 

locomotives too) and also contains images of locomotives. 

RealSpeed Operation 

One of the special features of RailController is RealSpeed scale speed 

operation.  When you purchase a locomotive it invariably runs too 

quickly at top speed, which is not realistic.  RailController slows down 

the maximum speed of all locomotives to their maximum real-world 

scale speed.  This speed factor is applied throughout the locomotive’s 

speed curve ensuring smooth operation. 

You can enable or disable RealSpeed operation at any time although it is 

advisable to use RealSpeed at all times for more realism and consistent 

double heading of locomotives.  If you are going to use RealSpeed you 

need to select the scale of your layout, e.g. OO scale.  This will ensure 

that locomotives run correctly at 1/76
th

 of their full-size counterpart’s 

speeds.  You can also select when you want all references to speed 

throughout RailController to be in miles per hour or kilometres per hour. 
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Activating RailController 

When you first install Bachmann Dynamis RailController the software 

works in evaluation mode.  It will operate like this for up to 30 days 

before requiring activation.  In evaluation mode the program limits the 

number of locomotives that can be run and a few other areas. 

If you have purchased RailController you should activate the program so 

that you have full access to all of its features.  If you have not purchased 

the full copy of RailController from a Bachmann retailer you can do so 

from within the program itself at the same retail price.  See the next 

section for more details.  When you are ready to activate select the 

option from the Help menu. 
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You will see a window similar to that above although with no fields 

completed. 

It is important that your computer is connected to the Internet in order 

to activate. 

If is important that you enter the correct details when activating the 

program as it will register your RailController key against your own name 

and address and this is important in case you need to deactivate the 

program later perhaps due to a computer failure or the need to move it 

to another computer.  The details you enter are used only to manage 

your RailController use and ownership and will not be provided to third 

parties for any other reason. 

When you have completed the form press the Activate button and it 

should take only a few seconds to activate. 

A Note about Antivirus Software and Firewalls 

It is important that RailController has been added to your antivirus 

software as a complete exception.  If this is not done correctly the 

program may not activate correctly.  It is also important that your 

firewall contains an exclusion for RailController.  Most antivirus 

programs have their own firewall and disable the built-in Windows 

firewall.  Usually, adding RailController as an exclusion will automatically 

allow it through the firewall too.  If you do not have any third party 

antivirus software (you are using Microsoft Defender or Essentials) then 

you will need to add RailController as an exclusion to your Windows 

firewall. 

To do this, go into the Windows Control Panel and click on the Windows 

Firewall icon.  You can then click on the option to allow and app through 

the firewall and configure it. 
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In Windows 7, 8 and 10 the Windows firewall looks similar to the 

following screen. 

 

If RailController is not listed as an exception in the list for both Private 

and Public networks you will need to add it manually.  When you first 

installed and ran RailController, however, Windows should have invited 

you to add the program as an exception to its firewall automatically. 

Click on Change settings to add RailController to the firewall and then 

click on Allow another app.  You will be invited to specify the executable 

file you want to add as an exclusion.  In this case it is RailController.exe.  

You will need to browser to the C:\Program Files (x86)\RailController 
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folder on your hard drive and select the RailController.exe file.  You 

should then see a window similar to the following. 

 

Simply click on the Add button to complete the exception process. 

On 32-bit versions of Windows the path to RailController will be 

C:\Program Files\RailController. 
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Purchasing the RailController 

Upgrade 

You can purchase the Bachmann Dynamis RailController upgrade for the 

full version in two ways, from a Bachmann authorised dealer and from 

within RailController itself.  The price is the same and it is the latter that 

we shall deal with here. 

You need to have a credit or debit card in order to make the purchase. 
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Simply select “Purchase the full version” from the Tools menu within 

RailController to be presented with the upgrade form as above.  You 

then need to complete all fields.  Those marked with a red asterisk * 

must be completed in order to submit your order. 

When you have completed the order form correctly a message will ask 

you if you are sure you want to make the purchase.  It will also confirm 

the amount to be paid for the upgrade.  Acknowledging this will submit 

your order and it will be processed and you will receive your 

RailController activation key together with your payment receipt by 

email within three working days. 

If you have problems submitting your order it is invariably caused by 

antivirus/firewall software blocking the program.  Double-check to 

ensure you have added RailController as a full exception to both your 

antivirus and firewall software.  See earlier in this guide for details.
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Setting up Locomotives 

Before you can use Dynamis RailController to control your locomotives 

you need to set them up in the database.  This is a two-stage process.  

The first is to add the locomotive to the software’s database and the 

second is to program the desired DCC ID of the locomotive using your 

DCC controller. 

To enter a locomotive into RailController’s database click on the locos 

editing button on the left pane (image of single loco).  You will then see 

a window similar to the following. 

 

You may not have any locomotives listed yet, however when you have 

added your locomotives you will see a list of them on the left.  Clicking 

on any of them will allow you to view and edit its details.  You will see 

that you can also remove locomotives from the database by clicking on 
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the Remove button and you can also move locomotives up and down 

the list to set the display order (this also changes the locomotives ribbon 

at the top of the main RailController windows) to your preference. 

Adding a New Locomotive from the Built-in Database  

To add a new locomotive click on the Add loco button.  This will clear all 

fields and allow you to enter all of the details for your locomotive. 

If you are entering a Bachmann Branchline or Graham Farish locomotive 

you may find that it is already built in to RailController’s internal 

database.  This includes over a thousand DCC ready, DCC fitted and 

sound locomotives going back several years and includes RealSpeed 

scale speed profiles too.  To see if your locomotive is already present 

click on the magnifying glass button to the right of the locomotive name 

field and you will be presented with a window similar to the following. 

 

You can search through the list of locomotives quite easily by just typing 

the first few characters of the manufacturer’s code number e.g. 32-401.   
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You will notice, as you type the numbers, that the list of locomotives 

below changes, reducing in number to show only those that match the 

number you are entering.  The same applies if you start entering part of 

the description e.g. “class 25”.  When the list is short enough or you see 

your locomotive on it just double-click on the image and it will be 

entered on to the locomotives editing window. When searching by class 

number, enter the complete number followed by a space. 

You will also notice that sound locomotives have their sound functions 

listed too, including noting those which are latching or momentary. 

The next thing to do is to set whether you want the locomotive running 

forward or in reverse.  In most cases this will be set to Forward however 

on rare occasions a locomotive may actually run in reverse out of the 

box.  You may also desire to run a locomotive in reverse, for example in 

face-to-face double heading scenarios. 

Profiling a Locomotive for RealSpeed Operation 

When you add a locomotive to your database from RailController’s own 

built-in database there is no need to profile it for RealSpeed scale speed 

operation as this will already have been done for you.  If you are adding 

a locomotive which was not in the database then you can profile the 

locomotive for scale speed running yourself.  This will alter the top 

speed of the locomotive to its real-life scale speed for more realism. 

To profile a locomotive you need to 

set up a loop of track.  For OO scale 

the best loop is made up if second 

radius curves.  This ensures a small 

enough loop yet allows locomotives 

with complex wheel arrangements 

to run.  For N scale you would also 

use N scale second radius track. 
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To enter profiling mode simply double-click on the Factor field.  You will 

then see a pop-up window similar to the one above.  This window allows 

you to set all of the parameters needed for RailController to run your 

locomotive at scale speed. 

Firstly, you need to enter the real-world top speed of the locomotive.  If 

you do not know what it is then you can try first entering a new 

locomotive and selecting one from the same class, for example, from 

RailController’s database, even if it is not your locomotive.  Double-click 

on the Factor field and make a note of the maximum real-world speed of 

the locomotive.  You can then go back to entering your own locomotive 

from scratch.  If you cannot find a similar locomotive in RailController’s 

built-in database then you may need to do some research on the 

Internet or in a library.  It is important that the correct real-world top 

speed of the locomotive is entered. 

When you have found and entered the locomotive’s top speed you then 

need to select the loop of track you have set up from the list on the 

profiling window.  It is important that the loop is exactly the radius 

described, does not include any points and is clean. 

You are now ready to profile the locomotive.  Ensuring your DCC 

controller Track output is connected to the loop you can press the Run 

loco button first to ensure it runs correctly.  It is also a good idea to let a 

brand new locomotive run for around thirty minutes in each direction to 

allow the motor brushes to bed-in and to warm up the motor. 

When you feel the locomotive is running smoothly and has warmed up 

(it should be running at a constant speed, not increasing or decreasing in 

speed) you can then click on the Start button, which will start the clock 

running.  It is useful to set up a marker somewhere on your loop so that 

you know when the locomotive passes this point on each loop.  Each 

time the locomotive passes the marker at exactly the same point press 
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the Lap button.  If you feel you have left it too late or pressed the button 

too early, while the locomotive is still running, you can press the Reset 

button when the locomotive passes the marker.  This will start the lap 

timing process again.  After several loops where you know you have 

pressed the Lap button at the same point at which the locomotive has 

passed the marker then you can make a note of the maximum time it 

took the locomotive to complete a loop.  RailController takes an average 

of all readings each time you press the Lap button, for more accuracy. 

When profiling is complete press the Save button and the newly 

calculated RealSpeed factor will be shown in the Factor field on the 

locomotives editing window. 

Setting Locomotive Light and Sound Functions 

When selecting a locomotive from RailController’s own internal 

database there is usually no need to set light and sound functions as 

these will have been done for you.  If you have a locomotive not in the 

database, for example from another manufacturer then you can set the 

functions quite easily.  It is useful to have the functions guide supplied 

with the locomotive to help you in this. 

RailController with the 

Dynamis Ultima allows you to 

control up to twenty 

locomotive functions.  This is 

limited to the number of 

functions you are able to 

operate using your controller. 

The simplest way to add a function is to click on the function name cell 

corresponding to the function number of your locomotive and select the 

function from the list which pops down.  If the function is not listed you 

can type it into the box without having to pull down the list. 
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Latching and non-Latching Functions 

Some locomotive functions are latching, such as lights.  This means the 

function will stay on until you press the button again.  The sound on/off 

function is another example of a latching function.  Some locomotives 

have non-latching horns and whistles, so they sound for a second or two 

and then go off automatically whereas others stay on until you press the 

button again.  This is different across locomotives from different 

manufacturers.  This is why you need to read the accompanying 

functions guide which is supplied with every locomotive in order to 

determine whether the function is latching or not. It is a simple matter 

to go back in to the locomotives editing window and correct any 

mistakes made in setting up functions. 

Placing a Locomotive into a Group 

When you have a larger number of locomotives you may find it useful to 

split them up into groups for easier management and operation.  For 

example you could put all of your GWR locomotives into a GWR group 

and all your BR late crest locomotives into a BR late group.   

You can set up as many groups as 

you like.  When you have created 

groups you can add a locomotive to 

a group by selecting one from the 

list, otherwise click on the plus sign 

button to add a new group.  Just enter a new group name and click on 

Save.  This group will now be available to enter any other locomotives 

into. 

When you have finished entering your locomotive’s details press the 

Save button and the locomotive will now appear on the list on the left 

hand panel.  It will also appear on the locomotives ribbon on the main 

RailController window. 
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See the next section for details on globally managing locomotive groups. 

Assigning your own locomotive images 

You are able to assign your own locomotive images to any locomotive 

you set up.  This is particularly useful when you want to set up a non-

Bachmann locomotive or you have changed the livery. 

The most common location to obtain a locomotive image is from the 

Internet.  You can also use photographs you may have taken.  When you 

have the image you should crop and resize it to fit 268 pixels wide by 68 

pixels high. 

If you do not already have a graphics software package that can crop 

and resize images there are many free ones to choose from on the 

Internet.  There are also on-line image cropping/resizing services you 

can use to upload your images and then crop and resize them. 

 

       
 

Ideally you want to ensure the locomotive image fits within either the 

maximum height (if a short locomotive) or the maximum width (if a long 

locomotive) of the 268x68 pixel area as above.
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Managing Locomotive Groups 

Although you can add locomotive groups within the locomotives editing 

window (see previous section) you are also able to more globally 

manage group names and the locomotives within those groups.  To do 

this select Manage locomotive groups from the Tools menu.  You will 

see a window similar to the following. 

 

Clicking on All on the left will list all of the locomotives you have in your 

database.  Clicking on group names will list only those within that group. 

You can move locomotives from one group to another quite easily by 

dragging the locomotive to the group name on the left panel.  It will 

then disappear from the current view.  If you then click on the group 

name you moved it to you will see it is now there. 

You can add a new locomotive group 

by pressing the Add group button and 

you will see a window similar to the 

one on the left. 
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Just enter a new group name and press Save.  You can then move 

locomotives into it just as before. 

Removing a locomotive group will also remove the name from all 

locomotives contained within it.  To do this just highlight a group name 

and click on Remove. 
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Designing a Track Plan 

RailController allows you to design an unlimited number of 

track plans.  This means you can design plans for different 

layouts you will control using the software or perhaps 

multiple plans for the same layout in different orientations.  

To enter track plan design mode press the track plan design button on 

the left.  This will change the window slightly, adding a grid and buttons 

to add track pieces, points, signals labels and so on. 

If you want to create a new 

track plan press on the plus 

sign button.  This will invite 

you to enter a new track plan 

name.   Enter a new track plan 

name and press OK to start the track plan design process. 

Adding track pieces 

Adding track pieces is as simple as clicking on one of the track symbols 

on the left hand side and positioning the track piece to the desired 

location on your plan.  You will notice when you release the mouse 

button that the track piece snaps to the nearest grid square.  This makes 

for very simple layout building. 

                               

You can rotate any track piece by ensuring it is highlighted (red dotted 

box around it) then right clicking on a blank area of the plan (not on the 

piece or by sliding the scroll bar which appears above the element when 

clicking on it. 
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Adding Points 

As with adding track pieces all you need to do is to click on 

the point button which will place a standard point on the 

plan.  You can then click and drag it to any desired grid 

square.  Selecting the correct orientation of point simply 

involves right clicking on a blank area of the track plan while the point is 

highlighted just as with other track pieces. 

If you intend to control 

points through accessory 

decoders you will need to 

set some additional 

parameters for the point.  

To do this just double-click 

on the point and a window 

similar to that on the right 

will pop up.  As you change 

the parameters they will be 

saved automatically so there 

is no need save them individually.  You will see that each point has a 

small yellow label below it.  This shows the port ID setting.  When you 

first set up a point its ID will show as 0000 on the label and 1 in the 

parameters window. 

Start-up Position 

You can set what position each point should be set to when you start 

RailController.  Select Left or Right from the pull-down list.  Within the 

settings window you can also tell RailController whether each point 

should be fired at start-up.  It is normal to enable this function. 
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Decoder Port 

This is the accessory decoder port you will be connecting the point to.  

Each point should have a unique port number although some accessory 

decoders have enough power to fire two points at the same time for 

example in a crossover.  Crossovers are common 

in track designs, allowing locomotives to traverse 

two track lines.  In this instance you will always 

fire both points.  RailController allows you to do 

this in two ways.  The simplest way to achieve a dual firing crossover is 

to wire both points into the same accessory decoder port so that they 

fire at the same time.  You need to pay special attention to the polarity 

of the solenoid control wires so that the point motor fires in the correct 

direction with the other one.  Then you can give each point in the 

crossover the same port ID and pressing either of them will always fire 

both points. 

Point Relaying 

Another way to set up two 

points firing together, for 

example if your accessory 

decoder does not have enough 

power to fire two point motors 

together, is to set up point 

relaying.  This is actually a 

powerful feature in 

RailController which allows 

multiple points, as well as 

signals, to be set when clicking on a point.  In the example above (from 

the supplied Demonstration track plan) you can see that the two 

crossover points have been assigned ports 1 and 2.  The setting for point 

1 above shows the relaying for point 2.  On the first line, when point 1 is 

set to “Left” point 0002 is to be fired in one direction (the tick).  When 
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point 1 is set to “Right” point 0002 is switched to the other direction (no 

tick). You can experiment with the settings on your layout to ensure 

your points fire as desired.  This is useful for setting up passing loops. 

You can also set signals to fire as the result of a point being fired.  For 

example you could say when the point is “Left” a particular signal should 

be green and when the point is “Right” the signal should be red.  Again, 

you can experiment with this.  You can also set points as the result of 

signal settings.  See the next part in this guide. 

Sticky Points 

Although the aim of building a good layout is to have 

perfectly operating points, on occasion one or more 

points may by slightly sticky, that is, they do not move 

with just one point motor pulse and may need a second one.  Checking 

the sticky point setting within the point parameters will cause 

RailController to fire the point a second time after a short delay.  You 

will also notice that there is a small red dot on sticky points on the track 

plan.  Use this function when necessary to avoid draining CDUs. 

Reverse Control 

On occasion a point may have been wired the wrong way around.  

Instead of reconnecting the control wires the other way around you can 

just check the reverse control box and RailController will take care of 

firing the point the other way around. 

Adding Signals 

Like adding points, adding signals is a simple matter.  Just 

press on the signal button and a signal will appear on the 

track plan.  You can drag it to the desired place although 

signals do not snap to the nearest grid square so you can place them 

accurately.  Right click on a blank area of the track plan to cycle through 

the signal types available. 
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As you can see there are a variety of signals to choose from including 

home and distant semaphore signals and two, three and four aspect 

colour light signals.  You can also set the particular aspect to start up 

with. 

To edit a signal’s 

parameters double click on 

it and the parameters pop-

up window will appear. 

As with points (see above) 

you can set the start-up 

aspect from the pull-down 

list.  You can also set the 

accessory decoder port ID.  

For colour light signals you 

need to ensure you are 

using an accessory decoder 

which can output a constant signal rather than just a pulse for point 

motors (or semaphore signals).  As with points, if you have a sticky 

motor on a semaphore signal you can check the sticky signal box.  This 

will have no effect on colour light signals. 

Again, as with points if the polarity of the wires from the signal to the 

accessory decoder (if you are using signals with trailing wires, rather 
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than with a decoder built in) you are able to have RailController ‘swap’ 

the wires around using software control. 

Setting the aspects 

Setting up a signal can, at first, appear daunting however when you have 

done a few you will find it straightforward.  Whether you are using an 

accessory decoder and wiring signals into its ports or using signals with 

accessory decoders built in, such as those from TrainTronics, Train-Tech 

or Signalist, the process for setting up each aspect is the same. 

This is not intended to be a 

tutorial on signals and ports 

as each manufacturer 

supplies their own 

documentation for each 

signal they produce. 

Essentially, most signals 

work in the same way in that 

they use one accessory 

decoder port to fire two 

aspects.  For semaphore signals this is always simple as they are either 

up or down.  For colour light signals above simple two-aspect this means 

an additional port or ports are needed.  For a three aspect signal, as you 

can see in the example above, port 0022 switches between the red and 

green aspects.  Then there is an additional port 0023 to fire the yellow 

aspect.  To extend this forward, a four aspect light signal may use two 

settings on port 0023 for single yellow and double yellow.  You may 

need to experiment with this until you get it right.  When you have 

found the correct combination for your make of signals you can apply 

the same rule to the rest of them.  See the sample track plans supplied. 
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Signal Relaying 

As with points you can set other signals or indeed points to a particular 

position when a signal is set to a particular aspect. 

You could, for example set up an automatic relay so that when a 

locomotive passes a four aspect signal on a main line and it is set to red, 

the previous three four-aspect signals can be set automatically to double 

yellow, single yellow and green as would happen in real-life. 

 

Setting up these signals requires settings similar to the following (for 

signal on port 10). 

You can see that when signal 

0010 is Red, signal 0014 should 

be set to double yellow, which 

in fact means setting port 15 

on double yellow.  Remember 

that a four-aspect signal uses 

two ports, so 10 and 11, 14 and 

15, 18 and 19 and so on, for 

the example above. 

This applies to the other signals 

down the line 0018, 0022 and 

so on.  You can also see that 

when signal 0010 is set to double yellow, signal 14 (port 15) is switched 

the other way to show single yellow.  This may look complicated 

however if you set things up in RailController in conjunction with your 

signals manual you will find it straightforward. 
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This guide is not intended to be a tutorial on signalling.  This can be a 

confusing subject and signalmen spend years training so you will need to 

get hold of books on signalling or check the Internet to see how it works.  

Suffice to say that RailController will allow you to set up almost any 

signalling scenario.  See the included signals track plan for more details. 

Adding Labels 

When you have designed your track layout you will want to 

add text to the plan for example to label sidings, stations 

and so on.  This is very simple.  Just click on the label button 

and a blank label will appear on the track plan.  As with any 

other element you can drag it to any desired position. 

To edit the label just double click on it and it will become highlighted 

and an A button will appear to its right. 

 

You can now type anything you like in 

the label.  You can also set the desired 

font, size, colour and style by clicking on 

the A button. 

The Windows font dialog box will 

appear allowing you to select any font 

or style for your label text. 

When you have finished click on OK and 

then on any blank part of the plan and 
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you will see the finished label.  You can edit it again at any time simply 

by double-clicking on it. 

 

Adding Images 

A useful feature in the RailController track plan designer is to 

be able to add images to the plan.  The program comes with 

a handful of useful images such as platform sections, 

however it is intended for you to add your own images.  Any JPG, BMP 

or GIF image can be added to the plan design.  Transparent GIFs are 

preferable. 

Just click on the add image button and a window similar to the following 

will appear. 

 

The dialog window will start in the Images folder of RailController 

however you can navigate to any desired folder containing images. 
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RailController allows you to position and resize images once added to 

the track plan, however it is good practice to use images as close to the 

intended final size as possible as this will a) look better and b) use fewer 

program resources to display the images, especially many of them. 

Transparent GIF images are preferred so that you can position them 

close to other objects without obscuring them. 

Programmable Buttons 

You can add special buttons (icons) to your track plan that 

allow a variety of operations which are not covered by 

points, signals and so on.  When you click on the button on 

the left you will be invited to select an image for the button 

from those supplied with RailController.  You can create any BMP, JPG or 

GIF image to use.  A transparent GIF is preferred so as not to obscure 

any parts of the track plan. 

You can see from the example 

on the right that a level crossing 

barrier image with signal has 

been selected.  You can also see 

the various options for setting 

up a programmable button. 

Program 

You can select any program stored in RailController’s Programs folder to 

be run when you press the button.  The program could be used, for 

example, to switch an array of points on a specific area of your plan or 

perform any function that can be done within RailController 

programming. 
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Locomotive Decoder 

A programmable button allows 

you to control a locomotive 

decoder which is not perhaps in a 

locomotive.  This could be, for 

example, to lift a level crossing 

barrier or control a turntable or other accessories which use a 

locomotive decoder.  Simply enter the port ID of the decoder and speed 

to set (in DCC speeds unit not mph or kph). 

Accessory 

This allows you to operate an 

accessory through an accessory 

decoder in much the same way 

as signals and points are 

operated.  Again, this could apply to level crossing barriers and other 

accessories.  Some turntables use the accessory decoders to position the 

track in particular positions.  You can use the supplied arrow images, or 

create your own, for the various output roads of the turntable. 

Setting a Route 

Although you are able to set a route using the set route main button to 

the left of the track plan sometimes it can be useful to create a 

meaningful icon and position on the plan where you want to set a route 

quickly using a single click. 

Play a Sound 

From a programmable button you 

can play a sound file.  You can 

navigate to any folder to select the 

sound file although it is a good 

idea to keep all sound file together in the default C:\Program 
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Files\RailController\Sounds folder.  In this example a speaker icon has 

been selected and the supplied guard’s whistle sound.  This button 

could, for example, be placed at a station and pressed to sound a 

guard’s whistle. 

Other programmable button functions allow you to do the following:- 

Zoom in the track plan 

Zoom out the track plan 

Reset the track plan’s position to 0,0 

Find a locomotive in the current roster 

Deleting Elements 

You can easily delete any track pieces, labels or images you 

have added to your track plan by highlighting them (click on 

them) then clicking the cut button. 

You can also select multiple items using Ctrl-Click and delete them all in 

one go.  This also applies to moving multiple elements together. 

When you have finished your track design you can save it by clicking on 

the save button on the left pane and entering the track plan name.  Then 

exit the track plan to return to normal railway operation. 
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Setting up Routes 

There are often times when you want to set up the same route from one 

part of your track plan to another on a repeated basis. Rather than 

switch each point and signal individually you can get RailController to do 

this for you. 

Click on Tools, then Manage routes to edit an existing route or set up a 

new one. 

 

The above routes management window, based on the supplied 

Demonstration plan, will set all points to allow a locomotive to run from 

Shillingstone to Siding A.  You can add up to 100 points and signals to be 

set in a route and RailController will execute the operations in the order 

in which you entered them.  All you need to do is to click on the next 

available blank line on the list and you can choose from all of the points 

and signals on the currently loaded plan.  Note that each route is linked 

to a particular track plan so you cannot set routes for a plan which is not 

loaded. 
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Ticking the right hand column will show either a left or right arrow.  This 

indicates that a point will be thrown to the left or to the right (viewed 

from the single input lane). 

When you have set up all the points and signals you want to switch click 

on the Windows close box to save and close it. 

You can remove a defined route by selecting it from the pull-down list 

and clicking on the remove button to the right. 

Operating Routes 

Once you have set up the routes you want, operating them 

is very simple.  Just click on the routes button on the left 

button pane and a window will pop out showing you all 

available routes.  Click on the desired route and 

RailController will set all points and signals accordingly.  There will be a 

short pause between setting points and motor-driven signals in order to 

give capacitor discharge units built into accessory decoders time to 

recharge. 
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Operating Locomotives 

One of the fundamental aspects of Dynamis RailController is the ability 

to control locomotives in a simple fashion.  The software tries to 

emulate how a locomotive would be controlled using a traditional DCC 

controller albeit on a screen using a mouse or finger (if you have a 

touch-screen). 

The Locomotives Ribbon 

All locomotives for the currently loaded roster are displayed on the 

locomotives ribbon at the top of the RailController window. 

 

You can see more locomotives on the ribbon simply by dragging it left or 

right using a mouse or finger.  When 

you see the locomotive you want to 

control just press once on it and a 

pop-up locomotive controller will 

appear on your screen. 

Depending on how you set up the 

display of controllers within settings, 

the controller will appear docked to 

the top, left, bottom or right of the 

screen or will just appear somewhere 

in the middle.  You can then drag it to 
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any position you prefer. 

If you have told RailController to always keep locomotive controllers on 

top whenever you click on any other part of RailController, or indeed 

any other software, the controller will always be the top-most object on 

your screen. 

You can display up to four locomotive controllers on-screen at once and 

RailController will also remember the position of each one when you 

close it down. 

The size of locomotive controllers has been optimised for 

today’s screen resolutions however you can resize each 

controller.  You might want to do this if you have a very 

high resolution screen, where everything looks small, or if 

you have poor eyesight.  To resize a locomotive controller just click on 

the yellow hatched area at the bottom-right and drag it to the desired 

size.  You can reset the size to its default setting by right clicking. 

The layout of the controller window is intuitive.  You can adjust the 

speed of the locomotive by dragging the green throttle control knob up 

and down.  If you have enabled RealSpeed scale speed operation in 

RailController’s settings you will see the speed indicated in miles per 

hour (or kilometres per hour if set).  This provides a more realistic 

operation for your layout and comes in useful when double-heading (see 

later in this guide). 

Operating Locomotive Functions 

On most traditional DCC controllers operating locomotive functions can 

be rather fiddly, having to enter a function number or scroll through 

functions.  RailController makes it as easy as possible to control 

functions with 15 function buttons on-view at any time.  These function 

buttons also contain the name of the function rather than a number, 
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thus eliminating you having to remember which numbered function 

button does what.  You can show the next 15 functions (to a 

maximum of 20 when using the Dynamis Ultima controller) 

by pressing the more functions button. 

Some functions are latching and some are non-latching.  On latching 

functions you press the button once to turn it on and press it again to 

turn it off.  Examples of latching functions are direction lights and sound 

on/off.  When a button is a latching function you will notice that when 

you press it on the button turns green.  Pressing it again will return the 

button to grey. 

Non-latching functions are pressed just once and a sound is produced 

then finishes automatically. 

Find a locomotive on the roster 

If you have a large number of locomotives on your roster you can find 

the one you need quickly using the search function.  To do this select 

Find loco from the Tools menu or press Ctrl-F (you can also set up a 

programmable button to do this with one button-press). 

As you type in either the DCC ID 

or name of the locomotive you 

want to find you will see the 

closest matching locomotive 

appear on the left of the locomotives ribbon.  The more you type to 

identify the locomotive the closer the match will be. 

When you have found the selected locomotive you can either click on 

the cross button, press ESCape or press Enter on your keyboard. 
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Creating and Dissolving 

Double-Headers 

One of RailController’s more sophisticated functions is double-heading.  

You may say, but most DCC controllers allow double-heading (or 

consisting) of locomotives.  Where RailController is somewhat unique is 

that it will do two clever things.  It will run both locomotives at the same 

scale speed (if RealSpeed is enabled in settings and the locos have been 

profiled) and it will also limit the speed of the combined header to the 

maximum speed of the slowest locomotive.  This makes for more 

realistic layout operation. 
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To place a locomotive into a double-header simply click on the 

locomotive on the Locomotives ribbon and drag it towards the centre of 

the screen.  As you do so you will see a grey panel appear with the 

message “Drags locos in to this box”.  Just release the mouse button or 

your finger when the Locomotive is in the panel and it will be part of 

your double-header.  You can do this with up to three locomotives. 

As you build up the multiple header you will notice that the maximum 

combined speed reduces to the top speed of the slowest locomotive in 

the header.  When you have finished, just press the tick button. 

Now you can call up a locomotive controller for any of the locomotives 

in the header and all of them will move together.  You will also see that 

the speed indicators on all locomotives in the 

double-header update as you slide the throttle.  

You will also notice that each locomotive has a 

small blue indicator at the top left of it in the 

locomotives ribbon. 

You can edit or cancel a double-header at any by clicking on 

the headers button on the left pane.  The headers panel will 

then appear.  From here you can either drag a locomotive to 

the trash can icon or click on the cross button to cancel the 

entire double-header. 
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Operating Points and Signals 

Operating points and signals is very intuitive within RailController 

however the correct operation of points and signals is based entirely on 

having set them up correctly when designing your track plan. 

Whilst point operation is very easy signals operation can be a quite 

complex matter and you should know how signals work in real-life 

before attempting to add them to your layout.  RailController allows 

sophisticated signals control including multi-aspect colour light signals 

and relaying of multiple signals in a group. 

Points 

Otherwise known as turnouts, points are very easy to operate in that 

you just click on one and it changes direction to the left or the right. 

The left and right positions are based on the entry point on the single 

road into the point.  Here are some examples: 

 

                                                    

 

The red arrows indicate the entry road into the point and therefore the 

point of view for the left and right forks. 

Although you can operate points quickly, there will be a slight delay 

between firing points in quick succession to allow capacitor discharge 

units within accessory decoders to recharge a little. 

Set  

left 

Set left 

Set left 

Set 

right 
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Signals 

RailController makes controlling signals far easier than any DCC 

controller available.  This is because there are an infinite number of 

combinations of signal types, aspects and relaying that can be achieved.  

Only a computer program such as RailController can do justice to proper 

signal operation and indeed RailController is one of the simplest to use 

in this respect. 

The caveat is that all signals need to be set up correctly first, including 

their aspect sequence, e.g. red => yellow => green and if you are 

automatically setting other signals as a result of one signal being 

operated (relaying) then this adds a further layer of complication. 

The earlier section on track plan design in this guide goes through the 

setting up of various types of signals and the software includes some 

example track plans and program so that you can see how the settings 

were achieved. 

RailController is aware of the aspect cycling of most types of signals 

used, from the simple semaphore signal (up or down) to more 

sophisticated four-aspect colour light signals which sequence from green 

=> red => double yellow => single yellow => green.  Just clicking on a 

signal each time will cause it to cycle through its setting in a logical 

manner. 

Two aspect semaphore and colour light signals are relatively 

straightforward with either Clear or Danger (Red or Green for light 

signals).  We shall look at the example of four aspect colour light signals 

now.  Please bear in mind that this is not a signalling tutorial.  Railway 

signalling is a complicated subject and you will need to do research in a 

library or on the Internet to find out more. 
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When using four aspect signals, they need to be spaced apart at equal 

intervals.   These signals were created for high speed main lines to aid 

drivers with braking distances. 

The sequence above shows what the settings would be assuming the 

train has just passed signal 10.  Signal 14 behind would change to double 

yellow to indicate to the next train driver that he should proceed with 

extreme caution as another train is not too far in front.  The single 

yellow signal 18 would indicate caution to the next train driver and 

signal 22 indicates it is clear ahead. 

As each train passes each signal it should be set to red and the ones 

behind set accordingly.  This can get quite complicated, and although 

RailController allows single-click signal setting, you may end up spending 

most of your time controlling signals on your layout.  It is much easier to 

set up automatic relaying during the track design phase so that 

RailController can automatically set the two or three signals behind the 

one being set, depending of number of aspects. 

With signals set up correctly during the track planning stage, both on 

your layout and within RailController, you should find controlling signals 

as easy as controlling points and it will be most satisfying. 
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Zooming the Track Plan  

In most cases the default size of the track plan is suitable for operation 

on a typical monitor, whether on a laptop computer or external monitor.  

You can, however zoom in and out by one level to approximately 125% 

and 75% of the original size. 

You can zoom the track plan in and out from the View menu.  You can 

also reset the plan’s position to 0,0 from within this menu.
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Recording & Editing Programs 

The most powerful aspect of RailController is the ability to record and 

create programs for automation.  This can be used for a number of 

things, for example setting complex routes, performing a locomotive 

manoeuvre or automating large parts of your layout.  It is up to you how 

much automation you use.  You can work alongside any running 

program quite happily for the maximum enjoyment of your layout. 

The RailController programming language is intuitive and uses plain 

English commands to achieve most of what you can do when operating 

your layout manually.  This section looks at each command, explaining 

what it does and providing simple examples for their use. 

Recording Programs 

Creating programs from scratch, slowly building them up 

and testing them line by line, is the most precise way to 

automate operation on your layout however a starting point 

is the recording function. 

To start recording a program press the 

record button from the left hand button 

pane.  When you then press the first 

button RailController will begin the 

recording process. 

During recording most operations are 

the same as when operating your layout 

save for the locomotive controllers.  You 

will notice three small buttons S, M and 

H to the right of the throttle knob. 
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Because RailController will note every operation, as you slide the 

throttle many “Loco speed” commands will be generated.  This can 

result in a messy program.   It is better to press the small yellow M 

button to set the locomotive running at medium speed or the green H 

button for high speed.  Pressing the red S button will stop the 

locomotive.  When you then go in to the finished program you can fine-

tune these functions or replace them with accelerate and decelerate 

commands for smoother operation. 

When you have finished recording just press the record button once 

more and you can then view the program that RailController created as 

a result of your operations. 

Command       Accelerate loco 

Parameters <loco ID>,<speed>,<rate> 

 
 

The “Accelerate loco” command allows you to control the rate of 

speed increase (acceleration of a locomotive on your layout).  

Although you are able to set a locomotive decoder CV to do this, it 

is more dynamic within RailController, allowing you to specify 

different rates for different scenarios. 

Example: 

                     Accelerate 28,35,3 

This will accelerate locomotive ID 28 to a speed of 35mph (this 

would be DCC speed units if RealSpeed scale speed control is off).  

The rate of increase in speed is 3/10 second per mph, which means 

it will take approximately 10 seconds to reach 35mph from zero. 
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Command       All start  

Parameters none 

 
 

The “All start” command starts all locomotives at their previous 

running speeds after an “All stop” command was issued. 

Example: 

                     All stop “Smooth” 

                     Pause 10 

                     All start 

This will stop all running locomotives, wait for ten seconds, then 

start them all again, resuming their previous speeds. 

Command       All stop  

Parameters “Smooth” or “Dead” 

 
 

The “All stop” command stops all locomotives.  Using the parameter 

“Smooth” will decelerate all locomotives according to the 

deceleration rate programmed into the locomotive decoder.  

“Dead” will stop all locomotives immediately. 

Example: 

                     All stop “Dead”  

                     Pause 10 

                     All start 

This will stop all running locomotives immediately, wait for ten 

seconds, then start them all again, resuming their previous speeds. 
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Command       Break  

Parameters <message> 

 
 

This command suspends program execution with a message 

displayed. 

Example: 

                     Point 3,”Left” 

                     Pause 5 

                     Break “Press OK key to continue” 

This will stop the program running after changing point 3 to the left 

and waiting five seconds and will display the message “Press OK key 

to continue”.  Then the button is pressed program execution will 

continue.  This is useful for debugging programs as you write them. 

Command       Chain  

Parameters <program path>,[“Parallel”] 

 
 

The “Chain” command is a powerful command which allows you to 

merge different programs you have written and execute them 

either sequentially or in parallel. 

Example: 

                     Chain “Shunting operation” 

                     Chain “Main line” 

This will run the two programs specified, one after the other.  The 

“Main line” program will only start when the “Shunting operation” 
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Program has completed executing.  This is useful when creating 

mini programs that you want to run from a master program using a 

series of Chain commands. 

RailController also incorporates a multi-threading program engine, 

which means it is capable of running programs simultaneously.  

Please be aware, however that there may be slight differences in 

the timings of commands due to program command scheduling 

(loco, signal and point commands not being sent to the DCC 

controller at exactly the same time). 

Example: 

                     Chain “Shunting operation” 

                     Chain “Main line”,”Parallel” 

This will start the execution of the “Shunting operation” program 

and at the same time the “Main line” program. 

When constructing large programs it is best practice to use the 

Chain command in a master program to bring sub-programs 

together. For example a main line operation, a goods yard 

operation, a branch line operation.  All of these can be managed 

more easily by Chaining them together using the “Parallel” option 

so that they all run at the same time. 

Remember that the bottleneck will always be the DCC controller as 

it can only accept a certain number of commands per second.  

RailController will allow up to ten programs to run in parallel 

however any number to run sequentially. 
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Command       Debug end  

Parameters none 

 
 

The “Debug start” and “Debug end” commands are used when 

debugging a program.  You are able to encompass a section of your 

program within these commands and only those commands will be 

executed.  This saves having to run the whole program every time 

to test one part of it. 

Example: 

                     Loco speed 13,45,”Forward” 

                     Debug start 

                     Point 4,”Right” 

                     Signal 8,”Danger” 

                     Debug end 

                     Loco speed 13,0,”Forward” 

 

This will ignore the Loco speed 13,45,”Forward” command and start 

by executing the Point 4,”Right” command then the Signal 

8,”Danger” command and stop therefore the Loco speed 

13,0,”Forward” line will also be ignored. 

Command       Debug start  

Parameters none 

 
 

See the Debug end command above. 
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Command       Decelerate loco 

Parameters <loco ID>,<speed>,<rate> 

 
 

The “Decelerate loco” command works in the same way as the 

Accelerate loco command (see above) and allows you to control the 

rate of speed decrease (deceleration of a locomotive on your 

layout).  Although you are able to set a locomotive decoder CV to 

do this, it is more dynamic within RailController, allowing you to 

specify different rates for different scenarios. 

Example: 

                     Decelerate 28,0,4 

This will decelerate locomotive ID 28 from its current speed to 

0mph (this would be DCC speed units if RealSpeed scale speed 

control is off).  The rate of decrease in speed is 4/10 second per 

mph, which means it will take approximately 7 seconds to stop from 

30mph. 

Command       End loop 

Parameters none 

 
 

See the Loop count command later in this section for full details of 

looping portions of your program. 
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Command       End program 

Parameters none 

 
 

This command simply ends the program at the point at which it is 

inserted in the program.  This is useful when debugging and testing 

a program. 

Example: 

                     Loco speed 13,45,”Forward” 

                     Point 4,”Right” 

                     End program 

                     Signal 8,”Danger” 

 

This will end the program before executing the last Signal 

8,”Danger” command. 

Command       Execute 

Parameters <program path> 

 
 

This command runs any external program from within a 

RailController program. 

Example: 

                     Execute “c:\windows\system32\calc.exe” 

 

This will open the Microsoft Windows calculator program.  You can 

use this command open other programs such as a webcam viewer 

etc. 
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Command       Gosub 

Parameters <”label”> 

 
 

The “Gosub” command can be useful to run subroutines within a 

program.  You can then switch on or off Gosub commands by 

putting an apostrophe ‘ statement in front of it so that 

RailController does no execute it. 

Example: 

                     Loco speed 3,30,”Forward” 

                     Pause 3 

                     Signal 4,”Clear” 

                     Gosub “Switch point” 

 

                     Signal 8,”Green” 

                     Loco function 3,3 

 

                     Label “Switch Point” 

                     Point 9,”Left” 

                     Return 

 

                     Loco speed 3,0,”Forward” 

                     Loco function 3,4 

 

This will cause locomotive 3 to move forward at 30mph then set 

signal 4 to clear.  At this point the program will jump (Gosub) to the 

line Label “Switch Point”, switch point 9 left and then return to the 

line after the Gosub, namely Signal 8,”Green”.  It is usual to have 

Label ... Return statements at the end of your program.  You can 

then add an “End program statement before the Labels. 
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Command       Goto 

Parameters <”label”> 

 
 

The Goto command is virtually identical to the Gosub command 

(see above) with the difference that it does not Return after 

executing to the jumped-to subroutine.  Therefore the Goto 

command is used to jump immediately from one part of the 

program to another. 

Example: 

                     Loco speed 3,30,”Forward” 

                     Pause 3 

                     Goto “Switch point” 

 

                     Signal 8,”Green” 

                     Loco function 3,3 

 

                     Label “Switch Point” 

                     Point 9,”Left” 

                     Loco speed 3,0,”Forward” 

 

This will cause locomotive 3 to move forward at 30mph then the 

program will jump (Goto) to the line Label “Switch Point”, switch 

point 9 left and then continue running the program from that point.  

This, in effect, ignores the Signal 8, Green and Loco function 3.3 

command lines.  

The Goto command is useful for testing parts of your program 

without having to run all lines. 
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Command       Hide loco 

Parameters <loco ID> 

 
 

This command is useful if you have, for example, an exhibition 

layout where you want a loco throttle to appear either for a use to 

operate or just to show a locomotive being operated. 

Example: 

                     Show loco 12,300,200 

                     Loco 12,30,”Forward” 

                     Loco function 12,3 

                     Hide loco 12 

 

The example above shows the locomotive throttle of locomotive 12 

also positioning it on the screen at left pixels 300 and top pixels 200, 

starts it moving at 30mph, sounds a function then hides the 

controller again. 

Command       Label 

Parameters <”label name”> 

 
 

This command is used in conjunction with the Gosub and Goto 

commands.  See earlier in the section for use of this command. 
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Command       Loco direction 

Parameters <loco ID, ”Forward”/”Reverse”> 

 
 

Use this command to change the direction of a currently running 

locomotive. 

Example: 

                     Loco speed 13,”Foward” 

                     Pause 5 

                     Loco direction 13,”Reverse”  

 

This will start locomotive 13 forward at 30mph then change 

direction to Reverse.  If your locomotive decoder has been 

programmed to accelerate and decelerate the transition from 

forward to reverse will be smooth. 

Command       Load group 

Parameters <”loco group name”> 

 
 

This command allows you to programmatically load a locomotives 

group just as you would manually through File and Select 

locomotives group. 

Example: 

                     Loco group “BR late” 

                     Loco 12,30,”Forward” 

 

This example loads the locomotives group “BR late” and then 

operates locomotive ID 12 from that group. 
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Command       Loco speed 

Parameters <loco ID>,<speed>,<”Forward”/Reverse”> 

 
 

This key command operates a locomotive by specifying its DCC ID, 

speed and direction. 

Example: 

                     Loco speed 28,45,”Forward” 

 

This example will operate locomotive 28 to move forward at 

45mph.  The locomotive will accelerate to 45mph depending on 

your locomotive decoder’s acceleration CV setting.  Note that you 

can use the “Scale speed on/off” command to switch between 

operating locomotives in mph or DCC speed units (0 to 127). 

Command       Loco function 

Parameters <loco ID>,<function number>,<”On”/”Off”> 

 
 

This command will sound a function or turn lights on or off for the 

locomotive ID. 

Example: 

                     Loco function 28,3,”On” 

 

This example sounds the horn function for locomotive 28.  Each 

locomotive has different functions assigned to numbers so you will 

need to check the documentation that came with your locomotive. 
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Command       Loop count .... End loop 

Parameters <number of times to loop> 

 
 

The Loop count ... End loop commands allow you to perform a 

series of program commands for a specified number of times. 

Example: 

                     Loop count 5 

                     Loco function 28,2 

                     Pause 2 

                     End loop 

 

This example will sound function 2 on locomotive 28 every two 

seconds five times. 

Command       Message 

Parameters <”message”>,<pause time>,<x>,<y>,<font name>,<font size>  

 
 

The Message command is particularly useful when demonstrating 

RailController, perhaps on exhibition layouts. 

Example: 

                     Message “Loco 3 now moving”,5,100,200,”Arial”,22 
 

This example will display the message “Loco 3 now moving” for five 

seconds at left and top position (in pixels) 100 and 200 respectively 

using the font Arial at size 22point.  All parameters are optional.  If 

no pause time is specified you will be required to click a button to 

continue.  The default position is at the centre of the screen. 
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Command       Move plan 

Parameters <x>,<y> 

 
 

During program execution the Move plan command will scroll the 

track plan to the new left and top positions x and y in pixels. 

Example: 

                     Move plan 300,400 
 

This example will scroll the track plan to the left position 300 pixels 

and the top position 400 pixels. 

Command       Pause 

Parameters <pause time in seconds> 

 
 

This command will pause program execution for n.nn seconds.  It is 

very often used between commands to allow program commands 

to be executed and for trains to run a certain distance. 

Example: 

                     Loco speed 28,30,”Forward” 

                     Pause 10 

                     Loco speed 28,0,”Forward” 
 

This example will make locomotive 28 speed up to 30mph and run 

for ten seconds before stopping again.  Pause times can be specified 

in fractions of a second (hundredths) for increased accuracy, e.g. 

Pause 5.75. 
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Command       Play sound 

Parameters <sound file path>,<”Wait”> 

 
 

This command plays any .wav or .mp3 sound file from within a 

RailController program. 

Example: 

                     Play sound “c:\buzzer.wav” 

 

This will play a .WAV file called buzzer.wav.  You can add the 

optional “Wait” parameter to instruct RailController to wait until 

the sound has been played completely. 

Command       Point 

Parameters <point ID>,<”Left” or “Right”> 

 
 

This often-used command will operate a point left or right. 

Example: 

                     Point 4,”Left” 

                     Pause 1 

                     Point 7,”Right” 

 

This will operating the point connected to accessory decoder port 4 

to the left.  It will then wait for one second and switch the point on 

accessory decoder port 7 to the Right. 
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Command       Return 

Parameters none 

 
 

This command is used in conjunction with the Gosub command.  

See earlier in this section. 

Command       Scale speed 

Parameters <”On” or “Off”> 

 
 

This command allows you to disable RealSpeed scale speed 

operation within RailController programs. 

Example: 

                     Scale speed ”Off” 

 

This will turn RealSpeed off.  All following Loco speed commands 

will then be translated into DCC speed units from 0 to 127.  Setting 

Scale speed “On” again will enable RealSpeed again. 

Note that when the Scale speed command is run RailController 

RealSpeed will continue in that mode, even during normal 

operation. 
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Command       Show loco 

Parameters <Loco ID>,<x>,<y> 

 
 

This command displays a locomotive controller using the loco ID.  

The optional parameters x and y allow you to precisely position the 

controller on the screen in pixels. 

Example: 

                     Show loco 28,200,100 

 

This will show the locomotive controller for locomotive ID 28 at the 

left position 200 and top position 100 in pixels.  The x and y 

parameters are optional.  Use the Hide loco command to hide the 

controller again. 

Command       Set route 

Parameters <”Route name”> 

 
 

This command programmatically sets a pre-defined route.  The 

route specified must have already been set up (see earlier in this 

guide) otherwise an error will occur. 

Example: 

                     Set route ”Shillingstone station to siding A” 

 

This will set the specified route as though the route had been set 

using the set route button the left hand button pane. 
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Solving problems 

When used correctly and in accordance with this guide RailController 

should prove reliable.  There are many ways of doing some things and it 

is possible to make mistakes.  Also, due to the variety of Windows 

operating systems and hardware there are an endless number of 

permutations for the way a computer has been set up. 

Problem Connecting your DCC Controller 

On a normal Windows computer (not Apple Mac running Windows 

through a virtual machine) it is straightforward to set up your DCC 

controller.  If you have followed the installation instructions carefully 

and Windows does not recognise your controller it is possible you may 

have a faulty controller, USB cable or USB system on your computer.  

These are the things you can try to resolve the issue before contacting 

customer support. 

1. Use a new USB lead – sometimes a USB lead can be faulty or 

does not make proper connections. 

2. Ensure your computer’s motherboard drivers are up-to-date.  

With the introduction of Windows 10, especially, some 

hardware manufacturers have not fully tested or provided 

updated drivers for the USB system on their motherboards. 

3. Use a different USB port on your computer.  Try using one on 

the other side of your computer if possible as this will usually be 

on a different circuit. 

4. Do not use a USB hub.  Connect your DCC controller directly into 

your computer’s USB port. 
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5. Reinstall the driver by going in to Windows Device Manager, 

right clicking on the entry under Ports (LPT & COM) for your DCC 

controller then selecting Uninstall from the pop-up menu.  Also 

ensure you have checked the box to delete the driver.  Then 

unplug the USB cable, wait ten seconds and reconnect it.  You 

must allow Windows to download and install the driver.  Do not 

interrupt this process.  This also needs Internet access. 

6. Try your DCC controller on any other Windows computer to see 

if it is recognised and the driver installs successfully.  If it does, 

then download or install the RailController software (there is no 

need to activate it) and see if the program will communicate 

with the controller. 

7. If you have tried ALL of the above and your DCC controller is still 

not recognised correctly by Windows then it is highly likely that 

the controller has a faulty USB port.  You should contact your 

vendor for a repair or replacement. 

 

Problem Activating RailController 

If you have a reliable Internet connection and you have added 

RailController to your antivirus and firewall software as a full 

exception then activation should take a matter of minutes, including 

completing the registration form.  If activation does not work, check 

the following. 

1. I n the vast majority of cases (almost 100%) problems associated 

with activating RailController are directly due to antivirus and/or 

firewall software blocking the program.  It is important that you 

add RailController correctly as a full exclusion to your antivirus 

software.  Some programs are particularly aggressive and you 
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must check every option to ensure that no part of RailController 

is being blocked.  For example in McAfee you need to ensure 

that RailController has access to All Port and that NetGuard is 

turned off. 

2. Ensure RailController has been added correctly to your Windows 

firewall.  In most cases your antivirus software will also control 

the firewall and disable the Windows firewall.  It is best practice 

to check the Windows firewall in case it is running and if it is 

added the RailController.exe file from the RailController 

program folder to the firewall for both public and private 

networks.  See the beginning of this guide for details of adding 

RailController to your Windows firewall. 

3. In very rare cases an Internet router can block outgoing 

connections from RailController although in almost all cases this 

does not apply to routers out-of-the-box.  Usually, where a 

router is blocking RailController, the router must have been 

programmed to block connections on port 21.  Simply unblock 

connections on port 21. 
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